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TOORS CZ s.r.o., Turkova 1338, 504 01 Nový Bydžov, Czech Republic, Tel.: +420 495 491 855, Fax: +420 498 606 714, e-mail: toors@toors.cz

Dear customer,
Allow us to inform you that we have simplified the offer and made it more transparent concerning the bottom brackets and cable break security devices for the 
industrial doors TOORS INDY. At the same time, it resulted in the merger of the selection of the bottom bracket or cable break security device into one item with 
the name “Bottom bracket + Cable break security”.
A change also took place with respect to the burglar proofs. Till now, it was only available for cable break security devices with the orange cover under the code 
635. Now it is possible to choose the burglar proof as an independent option for the cable break security devices 622, 623 and 626.

Code Description Application Shaft coupling Protection 
against lifting 

up

Gross price   
[EUR]

540 Bottom bracket,
Aluminium, adj-
ustable
T09-040-20-0001

Door with 2” track 
SL, HL, VL, HL-T, VL-
T, LL-DT
W<=5500 mm
H<=6000 mm
WxH<=22.5m

Fixed No Included in the 
price of the door

550 Bottom bracket,
Stainless, adj-
ustable
T09-040-20-0007

Door with 2” track 
SL, HL, VL, HL-T, VL-T
W<=5500 mm
H<=6000 mm
WxH<=22.5m

Fixed No 85,00/pair

622 Cable break 
security,
Adjustable
T09-040-35-0005

Door with 2” track 
SL, HL, VL, HL-T, VL-T

Fixed Available 48,00/pair

623 Cable break securi-
ty device,
Non-adjustable
T09-040-35-0025

Door with 2” track 
LL-CE

Adjustable Available 59,60/pair

625 Cable break securi-
ty device,
Non-adjustable
T09-040-35-0006

Door with 3” track Adjustable No 180,60/pair

626 Cable break securi-
ty device,
Adjustable
T09-040-35-0031

Door with 2” track 
SL, HL, VL, HL-T, VL-T
W<=6000 mm
WxH<=32.0m

Fixed Available 44,40/pair

1) A surcharge to the price of the door in case of a sale of the bottom bracket or cable break security device breaking together with the door.
 The prices for a separate sale are available in the web catalogue of spare parts.

Burglar proof 
(protection 
against lifting up 
the doors)

For cable break 
security device 622, 
623
T09-040-35-0030

 

 
 

Burglar proof is only functional when it is 
installed on the section door controlled by 

the shaft drive.

28,56/pair

For cable break 
security device 626
T09-040-35-0032
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2

2
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NEW OFFER OF BOTTOM BRACKETS AND CABLE BREAK SE CURITY DEVICES

4,50/pair


